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==========

The multiplicative seasonal autoregressive moving average models, [SARMA]{.smallcaps} $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q\ge 0$$\end{document}$ are the order of the non-seasonal autoregressive, [AR]{.smallcaps}, model and moving average, [MA]{.smallcaps}, model respectively, whereas $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q_{s}\ge 0$$\end{document}$ are the order of the seasonal autoregressive, [SAR]{.smallcaps}, model and seasonal moving average, [SMA]{.smallcaps}, model respectively, *B* is the backshift operator on t, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$s>0$$\end{document}$ is the length of the seasonal period. The white noise process $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\ell =0$$\end{document}$ and zero elsewhere. It is assumed that the model is stationary, invertible and not redundant (Box and Jenkins [@CR3]; Cleveland and Tiao [@CR7]; Brockwell and Davis [@CR6]; Box et al. [@CR4]).

Under the null hypothesis that the model has been correctly identified the residuals, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat{a}}_{t}$$\end{document}$, are approximately white noise. When there is no significant autocorrelation in the residuals, their sample autocorrelations, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\ell =1,2,\ldots ,m\le n-1$$\end{document}$, where *m* is the largest lag considered for autocorrelation. On the other hand, when there is autocorrelation present, the autocorrelation values should significantly deviate from zero. However, the Box and Pierce ([@CR5]) and the Ljung and Box ([@CR15]) portmanteau test statistics are commonly used to check the lack of fit of [ARMA]{.smallcaps} models (Li [@CR13]); in many situations, they are implemented to check the lack of fit of [SARMA]{.smallcaps} models. Using such tests for [SARMA]{.smallcaps} models would be misleading and not enough as these tests consider the autocorrelations corresponding to the nonseasonal lags $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1s,2s,3s,\ldots ,ms\le (n-1)$$\end{document}$ where *s* is the seasonal period, has not yet received as much attention as it should deserve. Recently Duchesne ([@CR8]), Ursu and Duchesne ([@CR24]) considered serial correlation testing in multiplicative seasonal univariate and multivariate time series models. Duchesne ([@CR8]) proposed his test statistic based on a kernel-based spectral density estimator of Shin ([@CR22]), whose weighting scheme is more adapted to autocorrelations associated to seasonal lags. Complementary statistics for testing whether the seasonal autocorrelations of the series are different from zero are then needed in literature. In particular, for [SARMA]{.smallcaps} processes with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi ({B})\theta ({B})=0$$\end{document}$ are not close to the unit circle, McLeod ([@CR18]) indicated that the residual autocorrelations at the seasonal lags $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gg 1$$\end{document}$, may have the approximately the same covariance matrix as the first *m* residual autocorrelations in the nonseasonal model$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q_{s}$$\end{document}$ respectively. Motivated by these facts, we introduce a list of new seasonal portmanteau tests that can be used as complementary tests to those classical portmanteau tests found in literature. The proposed tests ignore lags that are not at multiples of the natural period and consider only relevant autocorrelations at multiple period lags $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1s, 2s, \ldots ,ms$$\end{document}$ so that the seasonal test can gain more power for some cases where data exhibit a very strong seasonal behavior with a period *s* and insignificant correlations at nonseasonal lags.

In the next section, a brief review of commonly univariate portmanteau tests employed for diagnostic checking in [ARMA]{.smallcaps} models is given. In \"[Portmanteau test statistics for SARMA models](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}\" section, we modify the usual portmanteau test statistics suggested by Box and Pierce ([@CR5]), Ljung and Box ([@CR15]), Peña and Rodríguez ([@CR19], [@CR20]), Fisher and Gallagher ([@CR9]), Gallagher and Fisher ([@CR10]) to the [SARMA]{.smallcaps} class. The approximation distributions of the proposed tests are derived in \"[Asymptotic distributions](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}\" section. In \"[Simulation studies](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}\" section provides simulation experiments demonstrating the behaviour of the asymptotic distributions of the proposed test statistics. We close this article with \"[An empirical application](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}\" section by introducing an illustrative application of seasonal data demonstrating the usefulness of the devised tests. We conclude in \"[Conclusion](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}\" section with a discussion.

Portmanteau test statistics for [ARMA]{.smallcaps} models {#Sec2}
=========================================================

The diagnostic portmanteau test for the adequacy of fitted [ARMA]{.smallcaps} models was introduced by Box and Pierce ([@CR5]) based on the asymptotic distribution of the residual autocorrelations, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m\le n-1$$\end{document}$ is the largest selected lag. Their test statistic is$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {\hat{R}}}_{m}$$\end{document}$ given in ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}). They proposed two approximations by using the Gamma and Normal distributions to the asymptotic distribution of this test and indicated that the performance of both approximations for diagnostic checking in linear models is similar and more powerful for small sample size than the previous one.

Battaglia ([@CR1]) noted that the powers of portmanteau tests can be misleading as they falsely decrease as *m* increases. In this light, Lin and McLeod ([@CR14]) suggested an improvement to Peña and Rodríguez ([@CR19], [@CR20]) statistics using Monte-Carlo version as they noted that it is quite often that the test statistic does not agree with the suggested Gamma approximation. Mahdi and McLeod ([@CR16]) extended Peña and Rodríguez ([@CR19], [@CR20]) and Lin and McLeod ([@CR14]) tests to the multivariate time series. Their univariate test statistic is$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w_{\ell}(.)$$\end{document}$ are the weights putting more emphasis on the autocorrelations corresponding to the smaller lags. They utilized the approximation similar to Peña and Rodríguez ([@CR19]) and derived the limiting distribution of their weighted portmanteau tests as a Gamma distribution. More recently, Gallagher and Fisher ([@CR10]) suggested to consider three weighting schemes for the weights in ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}). The weighting schemes used in their three statistics were: the squared Daniell kernel-based weights as suggested by Hong ([@CR11], [@CR12]), $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} K(u)=\left\{\begin{array}{ll} \sin (\sqrt{3}\pi u)/{\sqrt{3}\pi u}, &{} \quad \hbox {for}\,|u|<1; \\ 0, &{} \quad \hbox {for}\,|u|\ge 1. \end{array} \right. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Gallagher and Fisher ([@CR10]) indicated that the weighted portmanteau tests can be more powerful to detect the underfit [ARMA]{.smallcaps} models in many situations and less sensitive to the choice of the maximum correlation lag, especially when *m* depends on *n* comparing with the other statistics found from the literature.

Portmanteau test statistics for [SARMA]{.smallcaps} models {#Sec3}
==========================================================
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                \begin{document}$$1s, 2s, \ldots ,ms$$\end{document}$, will easily extend the classical portmanteau test statistics to test for seasonality at lags multiple of period *s*. This modification is justifiable under the conditions indicated by McLeod ([@CR18]) that we mentioned in the introduction of this article. We devise a list of new portmanteau tests for diagnostic checking of seasonal time series.

The proposed goodness-of-fit tests modify those statistics given in Box and Pierce ([@CR5]), Ljung and Box ([@CR15]), Fisher and Gallagher ([@CR9]) and Mahdi and McLeod ([@CR16]) to the [SARMA]{.smallcaps} class, respectively, as follows$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Asymptotic distributions {#Sec4}
========================

The limiting distribution of the resulting seasonal tests are obtained by a straightforward extension of those obtained in Box and Pierce ([@CR5]), Ljung and Box ([@CR15]), Fisher and Gallagher ([@CR9]), Gallagher and Fisher ([@CR10]) and Mahdi and McLeod ([@CR16]) and are summarized in the following theorems.
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*Proof* {#FPar2}
-------
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**Theorem 2** {#FPar3}
-------------
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*Proof* {#FPar4}
-------
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Simulation studies {#Sec5}
==================
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Comparison of type I error rates {#Sec6}
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Power comparisons {#Sec7}
-----------------

Here, we conduct a power comparison simulation study between the proposed seasonal $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Fig. 2Empirical power as a function of sample size *n* and maximum lag $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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An empirical application {#Sec8}
========================

In this section, we make use of the monthly Federal Reserve Board Production Index data. Data is available from the R package astsa with the name prodn from January 1948 to December 1978 with 372 observations (Shumway and Stoffer [@CR23]) and displayed in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. All p-values from seasonal and nonseasonal tests suggest rejecting the null hypothesis, at the significance of 5 % level, that the seasonal and nonseasonal autocorrelations of the prodn series are equal to zero. Following Shumway and Stoffer ([@CR23]), we take the seasonal difference of the differenced production data $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A diagnostic check on the residual series is displayed in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, and we note, as indicated by Shumway and Stoffer ([@CR23]), that there may be a small amount of nonseasonal autocorrelation still remained in the [SARIMA]{.smallcaps} $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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